
bird scientific illustration 
Tutorial 

Mrs Ras



First find and copy and paste images into one file
Make sure you have a bird and one environmental peice and a background. The 
background can be very simple like a gradient



1)Merge the 
layers down 
by selecting 
all layers and 
right clicking 
and choose 
merge 
2) 
image>adjust
ment> 
brightness 
and contrast



image>adjustments> color balanced



Once happy 
with the 
image and 
colors
Right click on 
your layer and 
duplicate it … 
twice so you 
have three 
layers



On one of the layers 
> Filter>gallery and 
find edges
Then move the layer 
to the bottom you 
your list



On another layer 
Filter>filter gallery>cutout
Then move this layer to the top
Then lock all layers



Add a new layer which will be your painting layer



In the new layer choose your paint brush too, make sure it has a 100 opacity and 
suitable diameter and begin to paint/block in each color of shapes



Continue to paint until you fill in all subject matter



Right click on your non filtered  reference layer and export layer as jped. Then 
open the file in photoshop and drag the file off the bar so you can see both your 
files
The lower the opacity of paint brush and soften the edges and begin to blend the 
colors



If you want to add a little extra flare to your piece try this
1) Duplicate your painted later two times
2) Apply a filter to two of the painted layers …. Pick something that enhances your painting not takes 

your hard work away i used sprayed edges and a lighting edge
3) Lower the opacity of those filtered layers so your original painting can be seen through, and choose 

a layer mode



Add a layer and and paint the background
When you are happy merge down the Painted layers
Then image>adjustment> photo filter 



Drag your line layer to the top and change it’s layer mode



If you want you can find a lighting abstract  pic and 
use it a s an overlay


